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Deaths

Carolyn Herber, Mary Lee Hans, and Barbara W. Pechtel, all of the Dietrich School, died last week. Miss Herber, a member of the faculty, was 30 years old. Miss Hans was 33 years old, and Ms. Pechtel, a member of the faculty, was 33 years old.

James DeLuca; properties, Mary E. Noe; and John W. West, all of the Dietrich School, also died last week. Mr. DeLuca, a member of the faculty, was 30 years old. Ms. Noe was 33 years old, and Mr. West, a member of the faculty, was 33 years old.

The return from spring vacation, however, may have its drawbacks. For example, the Dietrich School, which is located in the heart of the city, is known for its challenging workload. Students may find themselves struggling to keep up with the pace of their coursework.

In addition, the Dietrich School is known for its rigorous admission standards. Students who are accepted into the Dietrich School are expected to perform at a high level throughout their college careers. This can be particularly challenging for students who are new to the city and who may be adjusting to a new environment.

Despite these challenges, the Dietrich School is also known for its strong community and its supportive faculty. Many students find that the Dietrich School is a great place to learn and grow as an educator.
Organ Was Installed in 1916

As Memmoriam to C. H. Clark

Students of Dr. Calvin R. Yost's Literature I classes have...
MECHANIZED TURKEY — James Morrisson, Ursinus' steward, displays his novel invention, the zip turkey.

Mr. Morrison Invents Zipped Turkey; Facilitates the Filling of the Fowl

by Anne Neberak '33

Nearly every city is becoming more streamlined and modernized in our punch-bowl, time-saving days of invention, so why not carry this renovation enthusiasm into the kitchen? This is just what Mr. Morrison has done as he invented the "zipper-turkey." Mr. Morrison is and has been the kitchen steward of the college for the past five years. He previously owned a food store for several years and during which time he invented this "novelty," as he calls it, to make his job easier and to make sewingippers into dressed turkeys or another step in the usual fashion.

Mr. Morrison's idea was to do after putting the filling into the turkey to zip the skin and put the animal in the oven. It's as easy as that! The zipper-turkey is especially beneficial when serving it is in small quantities. All you do is unzip the zipper and help yourself. The filling that is not eaten may be kept warm by closing the zipper immediately after eating.

Plans Made

As the Ursinus steward, Mr. Morrison has already made plans to put his idea to the test. A fast vent, which is one of those in the price-rockets, is a must for the piece. Mr. Morrison is seeking assistance—saying he cannot do it by himself, because for Mr. Morrison when necessary, as we all know, they are the most friendly atmosphere in the kitchen of all. It is a good thing that the kitchen is well stocked, as Mr. Morrison plans to serve a cup of coffee to every student who requests it.

Mr. Helfrich is the supreme house job to do the work of all the different jobs, and the financial transactions of the kitchen.

Few of us realize exactly what goes on behind the scenes of the Freeland dining room. The kitchen personnel include fifteen persons, five of whom are women. Each of these persons has its own particular job, but he never refuses to help with anything else that needs to be done. As Mr. Morrison, their "boss," says, they are a "good, loyal bunch of workers who never pout." Mr. Morrison himself is a member of the kitchen personnel.

"The kitchen is the heart of the house," one of the members of the kitchen staff have been at Ursinus from the very beginning. Many of them have more intimate bonds with "Morn Mom," our house who has thought those of whom we are a part.

The atmosphere in the kitchen, according to Mr. Morrison, is simply divine. He is not only the head of the kitchen but the administrator of it. Mr. Morrison takes pride in having a reservoir of good feeling and courtesy in his kitchen.

Mr. Morrison's idea is not an easy task. Assembling the turkey and helping yourself, getting the filling into the turkey is a difficult job. For example, the turkey is filled with a "good, loyal, experienced" turkey, and then the skin is taken off and the zipper is put on. Mr. Morrison is now working on the turkey filling and is planning to put it on the menu for the next few weeks.

Mr. Morrison has already started to put his idea into practice, and he is planning to put this "zipper-turkey" on the menu for the next few weeks. He is also planning to put his idea into practice for other types of meats, such as hams and turkeys.

Mr. Morrison is planning to put his idea into practice for other types of meats, such as hams and turkeys. He is also planning to put this "zipper-turkey" on the menu for the next few weeks.
Belles Gain Fifth Victory As Vadner Scores Twenty

by Jean Leuty '52

The Ursinus Girl's Basketball team extended their winning streak to five victories by defeating Chestnut Hill 50-38 on Thursday. The score was not as close as the 58-34 in the previous game, but the Belles were still victorious. With thirty-two points, Vadner was the highest scorer. With twenty points, was fouled out soon after the opening whistle. The game started with a bang as the Belles, Marguerite Spencer scored three points, followed by the first field goal of the game. The score was 12-0. The Belles kept up their momentum and scored a total of 50 points against Chestnut Hill's 38. The score stood at 50-38. The Belles' defense was strong, holding Chestnut Hill to only 38 points. The Belles' precision and teamwork were evident throughout the game. The Belles' victory was a well-deserved one, and their hard work paid off.

Garnet Downs Delaware To Capture League Title

Swarthmore college retained its Southern Division, Middle Atlantic Conference basketball championship by virtue of a 52-50 victory over Delaware on the home court on March 7.

The Garnet overcame Delaware's 31-28 halftime lead with a surge of three points in the third period. Joe (the brute) Carroll led the victory scoring attack, with 21 counts and teammate Dick Hall had 14. Dick Evans had 18 in a losing cause.

Swarthmore's 8-7 Delaware

1-11 Sunrise

10-7 FMC

5-5 Essex

2-2 Haverford

The Garnet guards played an outstanding game allowing the Philadelphia victory. The Garnet scored one field goal during this final period. Shirley MacKinnon, of the Garnet, scored a total of 20 points in the game. The Garnet's defense was also strong, allowing only 50 points to Delaware. The Garnet's victory was well-deserved and a testament to their hard work and dedication.
Young, who is to be graduated from Ursinus this spring, is the successor to the cage squad's newly-elected leader, Ing Fischer. As a freshman Dave Reice, Wood was instrumental in many contests. His defensive ability, including his one-handed shot, was often a pleasure to watch. Bill Fischer, the leading scorer, was a great comeback player. When he was sidelined by a broken leg in his sophomore year, he returned with such vigor that he was perhaps Fischer's finest year. Fischer's co-leader is forme coach, Carl Anderson, who knows how to win. Fischer is the co-leader of the Group Three basketball team, and is a fine candidate for the strongest opponents, Haverford, Landis, Swarthmore, and Ursinus. With the backing tennis power in this conference, his handicap and bounce back this spring are something to be watched. At last fall won't soon forget Fischer and Anderson, who led 51 and 66 points that the team had combined in the first half of the Swarthmore triumph the week before. Fischer intercepted three balls, and Anderson, who scored the though the score was nullified due to an error, was perhaps Fischer's finest year.
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Fraternities, Sororities Send
(Continued from page 1)
beth Wilkman, Elaine Woodworth, Joanne Youndt.
Omega Chi: Phyllis Baumman, Lois Brown, Lois Carbaugh, Marc-
Jorie Donaldson, Eileen Dunn, Polly French, Louise Graham,
Hartelt, Joan Hitchiner, Marie Jaques, Lois Johnson, Helen Light-
foot, Balle Lummis, Myrna McGrath, Dolores Meyers, Marilyn
Jeanne Miller, Patricia Richardson, Barbara Roeder, Roberta
Schleffier, Mary Schooley, Irene Schweitzer, Joan Schoolhouse, Etta
Seifert, Molly Sharp, Ruth Sharp, Elfie Siegfried, Lillian Stilts, Mar-
guerite Spencer, Marilyn Stine, Mary Ann Townsend, Beverly Tal-
tle, Donna Weber.
Phi Alpha Psi: Laura Bestela, Jean Bohrer, Louise Borromean, Sue
Boyd, Jeanene Caroleen, Barbara Dawson, Lois Ehman, Nancy
Jane Everhardt, Joan Farquhar, Marma Feit, Mary Lou Henry, Ro-
mana Keesey, Jacqueline Kettel, Joanne Kostin, Jean Leedy, Ela Jane
Lyten, Shirley MacKinnon, Adele Michel, Mary Morgan, Marjorie
Paynier, Jacqueline Priester, Ruth Wilson Magaziner, Grace Neufeld,
Jean Rittear, Audrey Rittenhouse, Gerry Boughton, Marjorie Taylor,
Mary Youndt.
Tau Sigma Gamma: Nancy Bare, Nancy Branch, Alice Boyer, Jean
Ciley, Helen Dowse, Martha Dine-
nie, Jane Quille, Joan Heron, Jan-
el Hunter, Madge Johnson, Elea-
ora Jones, Marjorie Justice, Betty Kenny, Dorothy Kozel, Barbara
Laude, Thelma Lindberg, Margaret Luedke, Mary McPherson, Jane
Myrle Joyce Miller, Joanne Noll, Jean Osterhary, Ruth Reed, Betty
Rilling, Genevieve Tietjak, Elea-
orone, Gladys Vail, Joanne Woodworth, Nancy Youndt.
The five sororities have announce-
Forum to Feature
(Continued from page 1)
spends his holidays in Germany thoroughly and gained a
better understanding of the issues underlying the current
tensions there. In 1948 he published his penetrating analysis of Ger-
many under the occupation, "Again the Germans," in 1949.
For two years he presided over the Times' radio forum "What's On
Your Mind?" and in 1949 became Director of Educational Activities.
Born in St. Johns, Michigan, he was graduated from the Univer-
sity of Michigan after a period of ser-
vice with the Infantry in World War I. He began his newspaper career in 1923 with the Baltimore
Evening Sun and six years later joined the New York Times.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, MARCH 12
Canestuck, 7:00
Heartwood chem., 7:15, S-12
Sigma Rho, 10 p.m., Freeland
Beta Phi, 8:15, Library
Dining society, 12:30, Bomb.
MOOSA-WIZZA
Zeta Chi, 12:30, Freeland
Girls basketball, 4:00, Home
Operaetta tryouts (peloponese)
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Five-legal, 7:30 Bomb.
WAA, 12:30, rm. 7
spanbath club, 7:30
IRC, 12:30, Bomb.
Weekly, 12:30 and 6:30
Cheap club, 8:00, B-2
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14
AUAU, Girls staff study
Y-M-Y-WCA, 6:45-8:00
Florida, 8:00, Bomb.
German club, 8:15, Library
Class meetings, 12:30
THURSDAY, MARCH 15
Musical organizations, 6:30
Scouring, 5:30
Diana, 6:30, rm. 5
Girls basketball, 6:00, away
FRIDAY, MARCH 16
Movie, 6:15, B-12
Soph Hop, T-G gym, 8:00, 12:00
SUNDAY, MARCH 18
Veepers, 6:10

Major Bowen Advocates
Continued from page 1
Crisis."
For two years he presided over the Times' radio forum "What's On
Your Mind?" and in 1949 became Director of Educational Activities.
Born in St. Johns, Michigan, he was graduated from the Univer-
sity of Michigan after a period of ser-
vice with the Infantry in World War I. He began his newspaper career in 1923 with the Baltimore
Evening Sun and six years later joined the New York Times.

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS
For You
Mildness
Plus
No unpleasant After-Taste

THOUSANDS of students all over the country are making this test—proving for themselves Chesterfield smokes milder,
smokes milder than any other cigarette.
THEY KNOW TOO. Chesterfield gives them more for
their money... Chesterfield leaves no unpleasant after-taste! That's right, More-For-Your-Money...

MILDNESS PLUS NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

Ralph Flanagan
AMERICA'S #1 BANDLEADER
RUNS THE FAMOUS CHESTERFIELD
OPEN "EM - SMELL "EM - SMOKE "EM" TEST
TO Los Angeles City College Students.
Frank Wagner '54
Pat Nichols '54

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD
Copyright 1951, Chester & Wire Tobacco Co.

MEET and EAT
AT THE
COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville
Never Closed

Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of...

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCHEON & DINNER
Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Banquets — Private Parties — Social Functions
Phone Linfield 290
ROUTE 619 — LIMERICK
Dietz Reichelderfer & "Bud" Becker, Prop.